CHECKLIST

4 Things to Know
Before You Buy a
Spend Optimization
Platform

Steer the future
toward better
processes, policies,
and controls
Spend optimization is so much more
than spend management—it is an
integrated approach to corporate spend
that uses automation at scale, digital
transformation, and data visibility to
achieve frictionless finance.

Instead of manually auditing every transaction, organizations can now review the transactions
that have been identified as high risk. This alerts them to the actions they need to take right
now to prevent cash leakage, spot spend patterns, identify the root causes of issues and trends,
and steer the future toward better processes, policies, and controls.
In short, spend optimization is effective technology with clear value for any large enterprise.
For those CFOs who understand that the future of financial analytics is spend optimization,
the question becomes what to look for in a spend optimization platform before you buy. After
all, you’ll need to prove your ROI—any spend being made throughout the company should be
directly translated back to the benefits of that spend. When you find the right tools, however,
they prove their worth in countless ways, from increased collaboration and productivity to more
efficient teamwork.

You should consider these four things before buying a spend optimization platform.
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Spend management is full
of underlying risks

The expense payables processes have multiple points of failure and
vulnerability, from fraudulent spend to human error. Risk is endemic
to sourcing, contracts, vendor master lists, invoice submission, invoice
approval, and payment. It lives at every step of your process. These
risks are only worsened by manual, paper-based processes and
inefficient workflows.
What’s more, the odds are that you don’t even realize how much cash
leakage your organization really has. According to a recent Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners report, 5% of revenue is lost to fraud
each year. Moreover, global payment card fraud losses reached an
astounding $28.65 billion in 2019.
Unsurprisingly, identifying and nipping these risks in the bud is a big
part of spend optimization. Unfortunately, It’s also a very big undertaking.

So, how do you go about finding and resolving these risks?
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Spend management is full
of underlying risks

Go over the following compliance and risk checklist with your team to see how airtight (or vulnerable) your payments
process is right now:

Separation of duties

Transaction approvals

Audits and control testing

Payment safety and security

	Is a single team or employee
responsible for reviewing and
processing all payments?

	Is someone responsible for
reviewing all payments before
they are processed?

	Do I have an internal,
randomly conducted audit
procedure in place?

	Are my employees still using
physical cards, or are we issuing
safer virtual cards?

	Does any single employee have
the authority to approve or deny
all transactions?

	Do employees feel comfortable
enough to report potentially
fraudulent activity?

	Are internal audits conducted
by a trusted third-party provider?

	Do we take advantage of virtual
card controls, permissions, and
24/7 monitoring?

	Is there any conflict of interest
where a single employee has no
one overseeing their actions?

	Is there 360-degree visibility
into all transactions? You can’t
catch what you can’t see.

	Have I limited access to resources
for specific job roles, such as
bookkeeping or accounting?

	When changes are requested
for payment instructions,
are they made correctly and
on time?
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	Do employees know where to
go or who to speak to if they
suspect suspicious activity?
	Can they anonymously report
suspected fraud/embezzlement
without fear of repercussion?

	Have I issued company-secured
devices to employees that
need them?
	Do I maintain a regularly
updated firewall system for
company devices?
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To identify risk, you should look across
departments, teams, and systems

Identifying risk requires analyzing each point of vulnerability in your organization.
From procurement card programs and payables to travel and expense reports,
electronic payments, and paper invoices, you have to look at each system
individually, then compare the data from each system with data across multiple
systems to get a full picture of risk in the organization.
But different business processes
have the potential to mature at
different rates, depending on
their organizational priorities.
For example, your expense
management could be
accelerated, but payment
processing could be ad hoc.
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To identify risk, you should look across
departments, teams, and systems

Where are each of your finance teams when it comes to spend optimization? Who is ahead? Who is falling behind?
Ask yourselves these questions to assess where your company stands:

Central/AP

Team/Departmental

Individual/T&E

	Are we manually matching purchase orders
with invoices and approvals?

	Do we have any way of accurately
forecasting or predicting variable spending?

	How easy is it to process payments
and reimbursements right now?

	How long does it take to pay vendor invoices?
How often are payments delayed?

	How often are departments staying
within budget?

	What controls do we have in place
to safeguard these processes?

	Are we able to negotiate better vendor/
supplier terms?

	What are the biggest buckets of
departmental spend? (e.g., Marketing,
Subscriptions, etc.)

	Where are our most common/
frequent bottlenecks?

	Do check recipients regularly complain that
checks arrive late or not at all?
	Do I send checks with enhanced security
features such as watermarks and
micro-printing?
	Are checkbooks/check printing equipment
securely stored in areas with controlled access?
	Are voided checks properly disposed of?

	What types of spend change the most
each month or are hard to keep track of?
	Are we currently analyzing the variability of
month-to-month spending?
	What controls do we have around
departmental spending? (e.g., pre-funded
virtual cards)
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	How long does it take for employees to
get reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses?
	How often are employees paying for
business expenses using personal cards?
	Are we issuing virtual cards to employees?
Do we have an integrated card solution?
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To work across systems, use tools that
encourage collaboration

It may seem obvious, but if you’re considering aggregating your organizational spend into a
single, all-in-one view, you need systems that leverage integrations to provide visibility and
analytics for the full picture.
If your organization uses one system for T&E management but something completely
different for payroll, you’ll want a spend optimization tool that “talks” to both systems and
provides actionable insights. The same thing goes for Payables: you’ll want to ensure that
whatever spend optimization tool you choose integrates easily with your ERP system and
highlights any areas of concern such as duplicate payments.
In order to ensure you are getting the most out of your spend management systems, you
should also look for open APIs—or better yet, pre-established connections between your
primary financial platform and the spend optimization tool that allow for plug-and-play
setups that use analytics to deliver effective intelligence.
Without these insights, CFOs and finance leaders often find themselves unaware of just
how inefficient their finance processes are. Their finance teams often work far too hard to
get things done on time, even if they’re woefully behind the tech curve.
This often manifests as a disconnect between centralized finance (management) and
departmental finance (individual teams). Finance might think that they’re in a good place
with their spend processes, while the employees below them doing the grunt work would
beg to differ.
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In order to ensure you are getting
the most out of your spend
management systems, you should
also look for open APIs—or better
yet, pre-established connections
between your primary financial
platform and the spend
optimization tool.
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To work across systems, use tools that
encourage collaboration

Use the following checklist to assess your organization’s current spend management approach—and determine
how it can be streamlined:

Spend system ease of use
	Can AP, departments, teams, and
individuals access our spend solution
as needed?

Are employees empowered to
work remotely?
	How many of our spend processes
are automated?

	How easy and intuitive are our current
payments/spend management process?

	How many hours per week do we spend
on manual, paper-based processes?

	How much of our step-by-step
procedures are documented vs. in
specific people’s heads?

	Are employees able to submit receipts
online/via mobile easily?

	How hard is it to train and get new
hires up to speed on our spend
management practices?
	Do we have a spend solution that
integrates across devices, including
mobile devices?

	Are we able to review and reimburse
employees for their expenses easily?
	Do we have a spend solution that
integrates across devices, including
mobile devices?
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Online safety and security
	Are my employees adequately
educated and trained on best practices
for online safety?
	Do I have fraud alerts to notify me
when potentially fraudulent activity
is happening?
	Have I limited administrator
password privileges for initiating or
approving transactions?
	Is it possible for any employee to
share or save compromising payment
information easily?
	In case the system is compromised,
what checks and balances are in place?
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To optimize spend, study trends, and
humanize work

Organizations shouldn’t try to optimize spend without a “bigger picture” goal in mind. What is
your bigger picture of spend? Or, put another way, what is the ideal end state of your
organization’s spend management?
The answer may be as simple as gaining more control and visibility over spend. If this is your
goal, you’re in luck: spend optimization platforms that track trends lead to a 70% reduction in
non-compliant spending within the first year of implementation.

70%

No matter what your short-term goals are, your long-term vision and mission should be to:
• Gather more accurate spend data as automatically as possible
•	Integrate your spend data with business decisions (e.g., garner actionable spend data insights
for informed, confident decisions)
•	Track the resulting business outcomes. What worked and what didn’t? Were your data
insights dependable?
Optimizing spend management is a constant, iterative process that requires frequent
reassessment, too:
• H
 ow do you measure culture? Take cultural snapshots before, during, and after your
implementation, and measure the effects on your teams. The results might surprise you.
• What do cleaner processes and better vendor master lists do for employee satisfaction?
• What are the secondary effects of more effective processes and less waste worth?
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Spend optimization platforms
that track trends lead to a 70%
reduction in non-compliant
spending within the first year
of implementation.
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To optimize spend, study trends, and
humanize work

Humanizing work is much more important to organizational wellbeing and financial stability than many realize.

Tedious, time-consuming tasks

Room for improvement

	How many hours a week do employees spend on manual,
paper-based spend processes?

	If automation is already in place, where is it most useful?
Where is it less useful?

	Are some employees more responsible than others for manual
procedures and inputs?

	Are you finding that your teams are implementing manual
workarounds despite automation?

	If all of these tedious tasks were automated, how much time each
week would you save?

	How many employees are defaulting to manual procedures despite
automated solutions?

	What could your employees do with their newfound time/
what initiatives could they work on?

	Are you checking that new and existing employees use your spend
system correctly?

	What is the most common complaint you receive from your
finance teams?

	If you could improve one thing about your current spend solution,
what would it be?
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What is your current
stage of spend
optimization?
From protecting your bottom line and business
continuity to building value through continuous
improvement and insight-driven decision making,
moving beyond spend management to spend
optimization can help your company survive and
thrive in a complex and uncertain global economy.
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One of the biggest risks, however, is that your different departments and teams are operating at
different stages of the spend optimization journey

Ad Hoc Stage: Laborious manual processes reduce

Accelerated Stage: Spend management visibility

•	Paper-based; very manual (reliant on email
and spreadsheets)

•	Organization gleans actionable insights from
spend data analytics

•	Constant delays and inaccurate/outdated spend
data are common

•	Executives and managers can make faster, more
confident business decisions

•	Results in a reactive (rather than proactive)
environment; “fires” are put out 24/7

•	It becomes far easier to detect and prevent fraud
automatically

Managed Stage: Automation begins to drive down

Optimized Stage: A digitally evolved spend solution

productivity and do not provide spend data insight.

and control improves as technology is implemented.

operational costs and reduce chaos.

stack makes meeting strategic goals easier.

•	Some degree of spend automation has
been adopted

•	Digital transformation has been achieved across
the entire spend spectrum

•	Controls are going up; costs are coming down

•	Technology and people come together to create
an optimized spend solution

•	Organization is seeing expected benefits,
but could optimize spending more
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•	Daily workflows are humanized, improving
employee productivity and retention

Get started on your
spend optimization journey
If you think it’s time to move from spend management to spend optimization
but aren’t sure where to start, we can help. Scheduling a demo is the first step
to getting started on your spend optimization journey.
REQUEST A DEMO TODAY

About Emburse
Emburse is the global leader in spend optimization. Our expense travel management, purchasing and AP, and payments solutions are trusted by 12 million
business professionals, including CFOs, finance teams, and travelers. More than 18,000 organizations in 120 countries count on us to deliver positive
financial outcomes. We humanize work.
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